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V. BEYOND FAIR USE
EVEN IF YOUR INTENDED USE OF A COPYRIGHTED WORK DOESN’T QUALIFY AS A FAIR USE, THERE ARE STILL WAYS YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO USE THE WORK (OR SOMETHING SIMILAR). IF YOUR INTENDED USE IS UNLIKELY TO BE A “FAIR USE,” HERE ARE SOME OPTIONS YOU MIGHT EXPLORE:

MODIFY YOUR INTENDED USE
If you still think that use of the copyrighted work is essential to your project, but your intended use doesn’t fit within the principles and limitations discussed in Section III, consider modifying your intended use to align with these principles and limitations. For example, you may find that using less of the copyrighted work, providing additional context for the work, or adding additional commentary to your text might
bring your use in line with the principles and limitations articulated in this guide.

**ASK THE COPYRIGHT OWNER FOR PERMISSION OR A PAID LICENSE TO USE THE WORK**

Some copyright owners may allow others to reproduce and use their works at no cost, especially if attribution is given. Other copyright owners might offer a license for the use of their copyrighted works in exchange for payment. Since the cost and restrictions imposed on licensed works vary widely, it’s important to pay close attention to the terms of the license. When authors incorporate copyrighted works into their own, they typically do so under a nonexclusive license agreement. Nonexclusive licenses do not require written agreements, though you may want written confirmation for your records.  

**USE WORKS DISTRIBUTED UNDER OPEN LICENSES**

Some works are available under open licenses that allow for specific uses without the need to seek addi-
tional permission from the copyright owner. For example, many works (like this guide!) are distributed under a Creative Commons CC-BY license, which allows a user to “copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format” and “remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially,” so long as proper attribution is given and your changes are indicated. Similarly, many museums distribute photographs of works in their collections under open access licenses.

**Caution**

Keep in mind that there are many different types of open licenses and not all are equally permissive. For example, some open licenses do not allow the material to be used for commercial purposes. It is important to think carefully about the terms provided before including any open-licensed works in your project.
USE WORKS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

Works that are not protected by copyright are in the “public domain” and may be freely copied (unless other restrictions apply, such as those imposed by contractual restrictions). Works may enter the public domain because their copyright protection expired, because they are not eligible for copyright protection, or because the copyright owner dedicated the work to the public domain.

Copyright Duration

If the copyright in a work has expired, it is in the public domain. With a few exceptions, works first published in the United States prior to January 1, 1923 are in the public domain because any copyright protection that those works may have once had has expired. A work may still be in the public domain even if it was published after this date, but determining a work’s public domain status can be complicated. For more information about how to evaluate whether a work is in the public domain, check out Berkeley Law’s Samuelson
Law, Technology & Public Policy Clinic’s Is it in the Public Domain? handbook, Peter Hirtle’s Copyright Term and the Public Domain in the United States chart, or similar resources.

**Copyright Eligibility**

Material not protected by copyright is in the public domain. Copyright does not protect facts, even if those facts were difficult to collect. For instance, suppose that a historian spent several years reviewing field reports and compiling an exact, day-by-day chronology of military actions during the Vietnam War. Even though the historian expended significant time and resources to create this chronology, the facts themselves would be free for anyone to use.

**Caution**

According to the Supreme Court, only a “modicum of creativity” is required for creative expression to be considered “original” for the purposes of copyright protection. Therefore, even if a work only contains well-known facts, the way these facts are expressed...
might be sufficiently “original” to be protected by copyright.

Copyright also does not protect ideas, processes, systems, method of operations, concepts, principles, or discoveries—no matter how original or creative. Copyright protects only the expression contained in a work, not the underlying ideas or concepts. For example, copyright prohibits others from copying the text of the novel *The Old Man and the Sea* without the copyright owner’s permission (or unless the use is allowed under an exception to copyright). But copyright doesn’t prevent someone else from writing their own novel about fishing, fate, Cuba, or any of Hemingway’s other themes.

Finally, works created by the United States federal government are also not eligible for copyright protection, though works created by U.S. state governments or foreign governments may be.43
Public Domain Dedication

Copyright owners can dedicate their works to the public domain by, for example, using a Creative Commons CC0 license.⁴⁴